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Engagement rings symbolize lasting love and a lifetime commitment. Give even deeper meaning to
your ring with an inspired design. Whether you're a couple that wants matching diamond
engagement rings or an individual who wants to pop the question and wow your partner with a
custom engagement ring, Toronto jewelry designers Tamara Kronis and Kathryn Dieroff from
Studio1098 can help. Use the following tips to identify your passions and provide you with
inspiration.

Create a List or Mind Map

Lists and mind maps are terrific brainstorming tools that are essential to the creative process. Write
down everything that you can think of that defines who you and your partner are. Anything goes at
this point, no matter how absurd you might think it may be. For example, your partner might love
snakes, so write that down. This doesn't mean that your final custom engagement ring will be
shaped like a serpent, but a subtle scale-like pattern might be a stunning accent.

Check Out Your Favourite Celebrities' Engagement Rings

Toronto custom ring designers often draw inspiration from the latest celebrity engagements. Do you
or your partner have a favourite celebrity? You probably like that celebrity's style. Engaged or
married celebrities with fabulous diamond engagement rings include: Catherine Middleton, Portia de
Rossi, Reese Witherspoon, Mariah Carey, Jessica Simpson, and Nicole Richie.

Look to the Past for Vintage-inspired Diamond Engagement Rings

Toronto couples often look to the past and choose a custom engagement ring that reflects their
heritage or favourite time period. From the gemstone type, its cut, and setting to the type and colour
of gold used and the ring's stylistic design, your custom engagement ring can reflect a time period
magnificently. In addition, your custom engagement ring designer can update the traditional style for
an amazing blend of past and present.

Start Clipping or Pinning Photos

If you're the type that will "know it when you see it," start a scrapbook or use a website such as
Pinterest to keep clippings and images of diamond engagement rings you adore. Your clippings will
help your designer understand your taste in Engagement Rings. By examining dozens of photos,
your designer can quickly see that you like big, bold designs or soft, subtle designs, huge diamonds
or smaller, elegantly cut gemstones, intricate patterns or sleek modern lines, and so on.   

When it comes to selecting the most meaningful custom diamond engagement rings, Toronto
couples can count on Studio1098. Pledge your love in style!
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You can even order it online by getting it ordered and you can even compare its price with other
stones of the same type and get to know about its designs and price whether its actual or not. But
always try to buy the ring from authentic jeweler. The gemstone has its own type of durability and it
is very durable and the color is also available in different formats. You can also get other types of
suitable choices in sapphire, ruby and other types. So enjoy your engagement with your loved one
and your a Engagement Rings, a diamond engagement rings
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